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A system to manage your 
warehouse, picking, stock 
and despatch

Goods In | Putaway | Stock Control | Picking | Despatch | Integration

Improve performance, accuracy and control in 

your warehouse. Our system focuses on the 

core processes of the warehouse or distribution 

centre, managing the goods in, putaway, stock 

control, picking and despatch.

K-Store is specifically designed to meet the 

needs of the warehouse through the goods in, 

product putaway, stock control, picking, despatch 

and integration to effectively manage your  

warehouse.
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Why K-Store?
K-Store uses state of the art technology and software development to 
create a highly effective warehouse application system to improve the 
performance of your warehouse.

Already inplemented in warehouse sites around the UK, 

K-Store WMS improves the performance, pick rates and 

operations within the warehouse.

• Manage your warehouse

• Improve your pick rates

• Eliminates time wastage and cuts excess inventory

• Accurate putaway and location of inventoy

• Improve labour performance

• Full reporting and analysis of the warehouse

• Provides traceability

• Accurate and real time reporting 

K-Store can be customised to fit the requirements of your 

business. Our team work with your company to provide 

a solution that works for the business. We have tailored 

K-Store to the unique needs of varying businesses to 

provide a bespoke solution.

“K-Store has been a 
very flexible system. It 
has been a great help 
to our business.”

Need bespoke customisation?

“We have achieved a 
750%+ productivity in-
crease by implement-
ing Keymas’ K-Store”
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Goods In
K-Store effectively and efficiently manages the process of receiving 
goods in. K-Store can manage your products received, quality check’s, 
quarantine, sampling. Managing the goods in process effectively.

Product receive

As products enter the warehouse K-Store can automatically 
log the date and time as well as the supplier details against 
a unique product reference. This begins the tracking process 
which continues right through until the product leaves the 
warehouse and is despatched.

Quality check

Managing the quality of your product is essential as you aim 

to meet your quality standards. K-Store makes this process 

easy by attributing any product issues directly with the unique 

reference number allowing you to reference supplier and 

delivery details. Managing your suppliers and delivery is easier 

with K-Store. 

Quarantine

Any defective or low quality goods are quarantined to allow 

you to manage your quality standards. 

Sampling

Carry out sampling procedures, whether preset in advance or 

on the spot.

Stock value

With the stock control moudle K-Store allows a real time report of 

current stock value.
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Product putaway
K-Store Product put away allows you to fully manage the put-away of 
products that enter the warehouse into stock locations e.g racking, bins, 
slots etc.

Location

Easily identifies free locations and assigns the product to the 
appropriate location. This includes both manual and automatic 
product to location assigning.

Stock consignment

Gives the ability to have random and most efficient locations 

for stock, offering the most flexible use of the warehouse. 

Consignment of stock amounts is then available through 

K-Store to provide overall stock levels.

Stock movement

Enables stock to be moved around in the warehouse providing 

efficient picking. E.g fast movers.

Stock rotation

Enables multiple stock rotation options including oldest 

product picked first
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K-Store’s order picking process
Increase your warehouse efficiency K-Store Picking modules. Order 
picking and fulfilment processes.

Pick routing

K-Store can be used to increase the efficiency of 
the pick process by selecting the best optimised 
route to go when picking the ordered products. 
This alloys the picker the freedom to concentrate 
on the items to pick and not the best route to walk. 
Thereby increasing the pick rate overall.

Batch picking

K-Store is capable of organising the picking to offer 

Batch picking, reducing the pick time by reducing 

the picker visits to a particular location for multiple 

items/orders. These batch picked items can be 

consolidated later to collate an order / orders

Manual pick

Allows the picker the option to select 

where the product should be picked from, 

thereby allowing manual intervention, this 

could be due to damaged product, or slight 

discrepancy in the product type. Giving full 

flexibly within an automated system.

Automatic order fulfilment

Orders assigned to picking zones for 

efficient picking operation and consignment 

offering the most efficient picking 

operation.
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Stock Control
Fully control your stock with extensive stock management and essential 
reporting in K-Store.

Stock location

Access multiple product locations including the put away 
and location of individual pallets or boxes. K-Store gives each 
warehouse operative the ability to locate an individual product 
at an individual location.

Stock consignment

Gives the ability to have random and most efficient locations 

for stock, offering the most flexible use of the warehouse. 

Consignment of stock amounts is then available through 

K-Store to provide overall stock levels.

Stock movement

Enables stock to be moved around in the warehouse providing 

efficient picking. E.g fast movers.

Stock rotation

Enables multiple stock rotation options including oldest 

product picked first.
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Despatch
K-Store effectively and efficiently manages the despatch process.

Despatching

Automatic log profile of individual items to be despatched. 
Allows full management of the despatch process.

Despatch manifest

Hard copy of items despatched including amongst other 

things who despatched them and the date and time they were 

despatched.

Weight

K-Store stores and logs individual item weights and therefore 

offers an indication of consignment weight. Useful when 

working on a combined weight / consignment delivery.

Despatch note and delivery labelling

Offers the facility to print despatch notes and consignment 

labels and an option for automatic print and apply.

Despatch sortation

Individual consignment boxes can be sorted and applied for 

delivery drop order.
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Integration
Integration is a key part of K-Store and many different software 
platforms and formats can be catered for. Infact we haven’t yet found a 
system we couldn’t integrate with!

Integration ready 

 

Whether your business system is off the shelf and 

widely used, or in house and bespoke, K-Store 

can be inteagrated with it. Our team have worked 

with many different installations and companies 

and have integrated into many systems and 

platforms over the years that K-Store has been 

implemented.

Common integrations 

Shopify 

SQL 

SAP 

Opencart 

Bespoke

SOAP 
XML 
CSV 
Flat File 
Magento 
Sage 
Exchequer
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Warehouse insight and reporting
K-Store’s reporting and analysis tools give powerful intellegence of what 
is happening in the fulfilment process.

Warehousing reporting tools

K-Store comes equipt with reporting and analysis tools. There are pre-built reports that come as part 
of K-Store or customised reports can be created for you keeping your business up-to-date with what is 
happening in the fulfilment process.

Reports

Many reports can be created using K-Store. 
Some examples of typical reports used  in 

KPI Putaway Items

KPI Picked Items

KPI Pick Locations

PSA Check Reports

KPI Weight Picked

KPI Tasks

Ourstanding Orders

Despatch Reports

Outstanding PO’s

Expected Stock

Completed Time

Pending Reports

Batch Reports

Replenishment

Stock Holding

Shelf Life Alert
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How Keymas can help
Keymas brings over 30 years of experience to warehouse projects. 
Partnering with each business for successful projects outcomes.

Dedicated to project success

Keymas are driven to bringing success and bringing great return on investment to each 
project. With an experienced team that have worked in the warehouse and logistics industry.

More information about us

www.keymas.co.uk
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Supporting your business

Our UK based service and support team are on hand to respond to customers requests. We 
offer office based and also bespoke day and time sensitive support level agrements to keep 
your business up and running.

Experience

With over 30 years of warehouse control and software experience, Keymas has the knowledge 
and expertise to make your project a success.


